Jim: Quality Standard are more important now than they’ve ever been since only by doing our best will we rise to the occasion healthy and engaged. Nancy Ballinger will now talk to us a little bit about her experiences with Quality Standard in region five. 

Nancy: Safety means that employees, customers, and workplaces are free from harm or danger, safety is everyone’s business and responsibility. You never know what might happen in your workplace, so be prepared, be mindful of your surroundings, and know the options you have for practicing safety for different types of events. Something any office can do  to take time to review incidents that have occurred in their offices, explore what happened, how we reacted, and what else could we or should we have done and what we did well. I have a few examples. A county recently experienced a violent incident in their lobby between clients. As a result, one of the clients has to be transported by EMSA to the hospital, following the incident the county director met with staff to talk about an intial response by staff that witnessed the incident to discuss what happened and what else could have been done differently. One day during tornado season staff gathered in the county office safe room. Although it seemed longer, it was only for a short period of time. Following this event, the county director asked for feedback. The information or lessons learned included suggestions for staple items that needed to be stored in the safe room such as a first aid kit, bottled water, flashlight of course with  fresh batteries, paper towels, and trash bags should someone get sick. The subcommittee for the Quality Standard Safety has collected tools and resources for your use the information is in Quest, and we encourage you to check it out. If there is anything that you would like to do to improve safety, please check with the Risk and Safety Unit within HRN to make sure that you are not duplicating efforts and find out how they can assist you. 

Jim: You’ll find more and more information as I said earlier added to Quest regarding Quality Standard. Our goal is to give you everything you need to successfully practice Quality Service. I’ve asked Patrick Cline to talk about integrity as a Quality Standard. Patrick?

Patrick: Thanks, Jim. Integrity refers to a consistency in the way a person lives the values, principles, and expectations of the organization, in relationships with coworkers, customers, partners, and stakeholders. Honesty, trust, and fairness are essential to integrity. This includes organizational and individual integrity. And that means we act with only the highest ethical standards. Adult and Family Services has an abundance of staff excelling at this Quality Standard each and every day. The PowerPoint slide shows a couple of well-known examples of personal integrity. I see these behaviors often as I visit county offices. And I’ve also seen staff fully engaged in the [inaudible] coaching process with the goal of working cases and delivering benefits to clients timely and accurately the first time. Beyond the examples shown on the slide another aspect of integrity is doing the right thing at all times, even when no one’s looking. It’s one thing to do the right thing when leadership and others are around, but true integrity means doing it all the time. It means treating our clients with dignity and respect not only when we’re in an interview room with them but also when we interact or converse with coworkers. Our language and conversations should always show respect for the persons we serve. That also means staying within confidentiality while answering questions and sharing information only when there is a business need. Our clients lives should never be the subject of idle talk or gossip with coworkers. When talking about a client with a coworker, we should be asking ourselves what is the business need? If there is a business need to discuss a client situation with a coworker the conversation should always exemplify respect for our client and remain focused on meeting our client’s needs. Returning to the key points on the slide of doing what I say I’m going to do and saying what I mean and meaning what I say it’s important that we as AFS employees understand that the Quality Standard of integrity means upholding the standard as both an individual person and as a member of our organization. This Quality Standard means we act with integrity on both a personal level and professional level as an AFS employee. As AFS employees, we’re not only responsible for our personal integrity but also our organizational integrity. We have to align and maintain both in order to deliver Quality Service and meet this Quality Standard. 


